
Preparations of studies of the analysing power for the �!p p! pp� reation with WASA-at-COSYM. Hodana1;2, A. Kup�s�3, P. Moskal1;2 for the WASA-at-COSY CollaborationIn this report we give an aount of the preparations ofthe measurement of the analysing power for the ~pp !pp� reation. We intend to arry out the measurementusing the azimuthally symmetri WASA detetor andthe vertially polarized beam of COSY. The aim of theplanned investigations is the determination of the inter-ferene terms ontribution to the partial waves. Some ofthe terms are inaessible from the spin averaged observ-ables. Deomposition of the amplitude of the pp! pp�reation into partial waves ontributions is mandatoryfor an unambiguous understanding of the produtionproess independent of the theoretial paradigm.In the �rst step we have examined the geometrial a-eptane of the WASA detetor for the pp ! pp� re-ation as a funtion of the polar and azimuthal anglesof the � meson emission in the reation enter-of-masssystem. Calulations has been made for exess energiesin the range from 10 to 400 MeV with the use of theGENBOD program for the generation of partiles mo-menta. At present we onsider only the deay of the �meson into two gamma quanta, whih provides a on-servative estimate of the measurement possibilities. Theprotons from the pp! pp� reation will be registered inthe Forward Detetor (polar angles 2:5Æ to 18Æ) and thephotons from the deay will be deteted in the eletro-magneti alorimeter (polar angles 20Æ to 169Æ). The a-eptane for two exess energies are presented in Fig. 1.The simulations shows full overage of the �-� spae inthe whole range of the exess energies. To study theasymmetries as a funtion of the os �, we divide therange into ten bins and assume the avarage luminosityof 1031m�2s�1 and a beam polarisation of 0.8. We es-timate that data from a one day run at eah energy aresuÆient to reah a statistial auray of the asymme-try better than �0:01 for eah angular bin.

Fig. 1: Geometrial aeptane of the WASA apparatus formeasurements of the pp ! pp� ! pp reation atexess energies of 10 MeV (left) and 100 MeV (right)for the � meson prodution.At present we are working on the identi�ation ofsoures of the systemati errors and the estimations oftheir inuene on the measured asymmetries. Due to theazimuthal symmetry of the detetor and the possibilityof the spin ipping of the COSY beam most of the un-ertainties will be suppressed by using the geometrialmean from the prodution yields, normalised to the ef-

�ieny and luminosity, obtained with the di�erent spinorientations:N� =sN"R�RL" N#L�LL# ; N+ =sN"L�LL" N#R�RL# ; (1)whih are used for the determination of the analysingpower aording to the formula:Ay(�) = 1Pos� N+(�; �) �N�(�; �)N+(�; �) +N�(�; �) ; (2)where P denotes the beam polarization and N+ and N�are prodution yields of the � mesons obtained using theMadison onvention (see Fig. 2)[1℄. The bakground freeprodution yields NL and NR will be established fromthe proton-proton missing mass spetra reonstrutedfor eah of the angular bins separately. Determination of

Fig. 2: Illustration of the Madison onvention. A given eventontributes to the N+ yield if the vetor produt ofthe beam and the � meson momenta is parallel to thepolarisation vetor, and to N� if it is antiparallel.the beam polarisation and the ontrol of the systematiunertainties will be done by the onurrent measure-ment of the well known asymmetries e.g. for the protonproton elasti sattering.We onlude that the features of the WASA detetor:axial symmetry and large aeptane together with thepossibility to ip spin polarization of the COSY beamwill allow to ahieve a two orders of magnitude betterauray for the analysing power than the previousmeasurements [2℄.Referenes:[1℄ Conferene Proeedings: \Polarisation Phenomenain Nulear Reations", University of WisonsinPress, Madison (1971) pp. XXV.[2℄ R. Czyzykiewiz et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 (2007)122003.1 Institute of Physis, Jagellonian University2 Institute of Nulear Physis, Researh Center J�ulih3 Department of Physis and Astronomy, Uppsala University


